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CELL LIFETIME AND CHEMICAL KINETICS 
P. Auo~ 
Laboratoire de Biophysique, Facult6 de Pharmacie, 7, blvd Jeanne d'Arc, 21000 Dijon, France 
Ala~raet--Assuming Michaelis-Menten kinetics for the synthesis of an initiator of repfication, the Gi 
phase time is calculated. Supposing that intra-cellular inhibitor and extra-cellular g owth factor control 
the cell growth, the Gi phase time is calculated from concentrations of substrate, nzyme, intra-cellular 
inhibitor and extra-cellular g owth factor. According to different concentrations, cells can have short or 
long G, phase times which correspond either to cycling or resting cells. The production rate of proteins 
in G t cells is also calculated. Different concentrations of substrate, nzyme, inhibitor and growth factor 
from one cell to the other in the same population lead to a statistical distribution of the Gi phase times. 
Thus, the G~ phase time variability is the result of biochemical statistical distributions. 
INTRODUCTION 
A lot of cell cycle models have been developed. In earlier Kendall-Takahashi models, ceils are in 
different cell compartments corresponding to different physiological phases [1-3]. In these models, 
aging, mitosis and death rates allow us to calculate the number of cells in each compartment a  
each instant. To modelize the large distribution of cell lifetime in the same population, particularly 
the G~ phase time, Smith and Martin [4] developed the transition-probability model. To propose 
unified models for the division cycles of both prokaryotes and eukaryotes and to obtain correlations 
between mother and daughter cell lifetimes, Cooper proposed the continuum odel [5-7]. To study 
correlations between sister lifetimes, additive models have been developed [8]. The cell cycle is also 
described as an oscillatory system [9]. Many other cell cycle models exist, and we refer the reader 
to reviews by Aoresty et al. [10], Segel [11] and Nicolini [12]. 
Models differ, but it is often assumed that the starting of the S phase appears when a required 
amount of initiator has been accumulated. This initiator is assumed in many cases to be a protein 
and to be synthesized in a manner similar to protein. At first, supposing a Michaelis-Menten 
process for the synthesis of the initiator, we calculate the Gi phase time from enzyme and substrate 
concentrations. According to different concentrations, cells can have short or long G~ phase times. 
Then, we assume that intra-cellular inhibitor and extra-cellular growth factor control the cell 
growth [13]. According to their relative different concentrations, the accumulation of initiator can 
be either blocked, decreased or increased, which corresponds either to resting, slow or fast cycling 
cells. To obtain distributions of the cell lifetimes, we consider statistical distributions of substrates, 
enzymes, inhibitors and growth factors between cells of the same population. In this way, the 
cellular distribution of lifetimes in the same population is the result of biochemical statistical 
distributions. 
G~ PHASE TIME AND MICHAELIS-MENTEN KINETICS 
Consider a cell population. Cells can be found in the usual physiological phases Gin, S, 
G2 and M. We assume that DNA synthesis starts when a required amount of initiator has been 
accumulated. Let IR be the initiator of replication. This initiator is assumed to be a protein 
synthesized according to Michaelis-Menten kinetics [14-17]: 
Em+SxR k~KR ESm k3,R - " ' Em + IR, (1) 
k2m 
where Era, Sm and ESm are, respectively, the enzyme, substrate and complex necessary for the 
synthesis of the initiator IR. kuR, k2lR and k2m are rates of chemical reactions. Assuming that 
the concentration of the intermediate complex is constant, d(esm)/dt = O, one gets the rate of 
production of the initiator IR [16, 18]: 
d(ir) = vl~sm (2) 
dt K~,la + sla' 
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where v,a = k3m'e0m, Kmm is the Michaelis constant 
k21R + k3~R Kmm - (3) 
kllR 
and e0m is the total concentration of enzyme, either free or in the intermediate complex, 
e0m =em + esm. (4) 
Let 6 (Jr) be the required amount of initiator necessary to start DNA synthesis, which is assumed 
constant for all the cells of the population: 
6(ir) = irr- iri, (5) 
irr and iri are respectively the final and initial concentrations of initiator at the beginning and the 
end of the G~ phase. During the time dr, equation (2) shows that an amount d(ir) of initiator has 
been produced: 
d(ir) = UIR" SiR "dt. (6) 
Kmm + sIR 
With constant substrate and total enzyme concentrations, sir and e0m, we can express the whole 
production of initiator during the G~ phase: 
6(ir) = froi L~IR.Sl R dt. (7) 
/~lt + slx 
The previous equation leads to the calculation of the Gl phase time TG~: 
(ir)" (K.ax + SIR) 
TG, = (8) 
VlR • SIR 
Equation (8) is interesting because it expresses the Gz phase time, which is a cellular variable, 
in terms of chemical parameters and variables. Let s and eo be, respectively, the total substrate and 
enzyme concentrations in G~ cells. In the following, we assume that s m and e0m are in constant 
ratios with s and e0, respectively: 
air = ~'IR/S ~-~ const,~ 
blx = e01x/e0 =const.J (9) 
This supposes a regulation process that we do not detail here. Substituting equations (9) into 
equation (8): 
~(ir)" (Kmta + am" s) (10) 
TGI ----" k3m" a,x" blR'e0"s 
Figure 1 shows the variation of the GI phase time with respect to the total intra-cellular substrate 
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Fig. 1. Variation of the Gl phase time with respect o total substrate concentration for different otal 
enzyme concentrations. 
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the aspect of the curve and the variables are expressed in arbitrary units (a.u.). The figure shows 
that for very small values of the substrate concentration, the G~ phase time is very long. It can 
correspond to nearly resting cells, which are sometimes called Go cells. As s inercases, TG~ decreases 
and the G~ phase time becomes horter. If one continues to increase s, the G~ phase time tends 
to a limit value 
Tlim __ ¢~ (ir)/k31R. blR. e0" Gl 
The supplementary amount of substrate is unused because chemical reactions attain a maximum 
efficiency. The GI phase time cannot be shortened anymore. But, this limit value depends on the 
total amount of enzyme 0. If one increases e0, one decreases T~. The supplementary amount of 
enzyme helps the synthesis of the initiator and shorten the G t phase. Up to this point, for the 
synthesis of the initiator, we have chosen the simplest chemical process, i.e. the Michaelis-Menten 
enzymatic reaction. Now, we are going to consider the actions of an intra-cellular inhibitor and 
an extra-cellular growth factor on the synthesis of the initiator. 
COMPETITIVE INHIBITION 
Let IIR be an intra-cellular inhibitor competing with the enzyme ErR according to the following 
reactions: 
EIR"~-SIR kug ESIR k31g 1 . " ) EIR -I- IR, 
k2,R f (1 1) 
EIR +Im.  • EIIR. 
Let K be the equilibrium constant for the reaction of competition between the enzyme and the 
intra-cellular inhibitor: 
K -- elR" iIg 
eilS (12) 
We suppose that the concentration of the intermediate complex is constant, d(esm)/dt  = O, and 
that the concentration of inhibitor is large with respect to the concentration ofenzyme. In this way, 
the concentration of free inhibitor is always nearly equal to its total concentration, and the rate 
of production of the initiator is given by [16]: 
d( ir ) vm " SIR 
- -  = . (13) 
dt Kml R • (1 + ilR/K ) q- ,SIR 
With the same assumptions as in the previous ection, the G, phase time can be calculated as 
Kmm" (1 + i lR/K ) h- SIR 
TG, = 6(ir). (14) 
UIR • SIR 
Let i be the total concentration of the intra-cellular inhibitor L In addition to equations (9), we 
assume that in GI cells im is in a constant ratio with i: 
cIR = 6g/i  = const. (15) 
The substitution of equations (9) and (15) into equations (14) leads to the next expression for TGt: 
Kmm" (1 + cis" i /K )  + alR's . 6( ir) .  (16) 
T~l = k31R" aiR" biR" e0" s 
Figure 2 shows the variation of the GI phase time with respect o the concentration of intra- 
cellular inhibitor for fixed values of total enzyme and substrate. If the concentration of inhibitor 
increases, the GI phase time increases. The inhibitor slows down the synthesis of the initiator and 
it blocks the cells at a nearly resting point (for large values of itR). One can note that the increase 
in the G~ phase time is more important for lower values of the substrate concentration. It is known 
that specific molecules are able to initialize the cell cycle in resting cells. In the next section, we 
consider such a molecule (growth factor) which acts on the synthesis of the initiator. 
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Fig. 2. Variation of the G, phase time with respect to the 
total concentration fintra-cellular inhibitor for fixed values 
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Fig. 3. Variation of the G, phase time with respect to the 
growth factor concentration for fixed values of the total 
enzyme and substrate concentrations. 
EXTRA-CELLULAR GROWTH FACTOR 
We assume the existence of an extra-cellular growth factor, either produced by cells of the same 
population or present in the cellular medium. This growth factor, GF, can penetrate inside cells 
and it can act on the reactions for the synthesis of the initiator as follows: 
EIR+S'R kllR ESIR k31R t . " , EIR + IR, 
k21R 
Em +Im.  • EIIR, 
k 
GF +Im - • GFIm. 
k' 
(17) 
The growth factor reacts with the intra-cellular inhibitor to give a complex GFIm. For simplicity 
in the calculations, we are going to assume that the concentration grim of the complex GFIm 
remains constant throughout the G, phase. We do not detail here the regulation process necessary 
for this. As in the previous ection, it is assumed that the enzyme concentration is negligible with 
respect o the inhibitor concentration. Thus, without the growth factor, the inhibitor is almost 
totally free. On the contrary, with the growth factor, we have the following kinetics equations: 
d(ilR) ,~ d(gf)  
= -k  "g f ' i  m + k" "gfila. (18) 
dt - dt 
At equilibrium, d(i,R)/dt = d(g f ) /d t  = 0, and one gets the inhibitor concentration im as follows: 
k" gf im (19) 
iIR= k g f  ' 
where i,R is the concentration of free inhibitor with growth factor. One sees that the concentration 
of inhibitor is now fixed by the concentration of growth factor. If g f--* 0, i m ---, oo. This results 
from the assumption that gri, R = const throughout the G~ phase. By substitution of equation (19) 
into equation (16), one gets the expression for the G~ phase time with respect to the concentration 
of growth factor: 
TG, = KmlR'[I "t- (k ' /K 'k ) ' (g f im/g f ) ]  + am's  .6(ir). (20) 
k31R • aiR" blR" e 0. s 
Figure 3 shows the variation of the G, phase time with respect o the concentration of growth 
factor, g f, for fixed values of the total substrate and enzyme concentrations. Without growth factor, 
the G, phase time is very long, and we can say that the cells are nearly at a resting point. The growth 
factor is needed to initialize the synthesis of the initiator of DNA replication. Then, if the 
concentration of growth factor is increased, the G~ phase time is shortened, which corresponds 
to an acceleration of the cell cycle. If the concentration of growth factor continues to increase, the 
G~ phase time tends to a limit value T~;"~: 
T~ = K,.ta + aiR's 6(Jr). (21) 
k3~R" a,R" b~R" e0" s 
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The limit value depends on the total enzyme and substrate concentrations. Figure 3 shows that 
for fixed values of e0, the limit G t phase time decreases, while the substrate concentration increases. 
It is known that the G~ phase is characterized by an increase in the rate of protein production. 
Next we describe a chemical mechanism for the protein production in Gt cells. 
RATE OF PROTEIN  PRODUCTION 
G~ ceils produce a lot o f  different proteins. We assume that each of  them is synthesized according 
to the following mechanism, which is similar to the one chosen for the synthesis of  the initiator: 
Ej -~- Sj . kU lr-~o k3J 1 k2j " ~'~j -------" Ej + Pj, 
Ej + Ij. " Ely with equilibrium constant Kj, l (22) 
Ij + CF .  kj, CFb. 
k) 
Pj is the jth protein. All the variables are similar to in previous ections with the index j for the 
jth protein. Let pj and p be, respectively, the concentration f the jth protein and of the whole 
concentration of protein: 
P = EPJ" (23) 
J 
Using the results of the previous ections, one can calculate the global rate of protein production 
as follows: 
dp = ~ k3j" eo/ a/ s (24) 
dt Kin/[1 +(k j /K fk j ) . (g f i Jg f ) ]+a j .s '  
where Kmj is the Michaelis constant for thejth protein and with the assumption that the substrate 
concentration sj is in a constant ratio with the total substrate concentration s, 
aj = sfls = const. (25) 
Let @ be the total protein production during the G~ phase, 
6p = ~ .dt. (26) 
Figure 4 shows the variation of the rate of protein production with respect to the concentration 
of growth factor, for fixed values of substrate, enzyme and complex GFIj concentrations. When 
g f---* O, the rate of protein production is nearly equal to zero. The ceils are at a resting point 
and either do not produce proteins or produce insufficient to maintain the minimal amount of 
proteins necessary for survival. If the concentration f growth factor increases, the rate of protein 
production tends to a limit value rlim :
k3j. eoj" a~ s (27) 
rl i~=~ Kmj+a/s 
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Fig. 4. Variation of the rate of protein production in G~ phase cells with respect to the concentration of
growth factor for fixed values of total substrate and enzyme concentrations. 
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This limit value depends on the total enzyme and substrate concentrations. An increase in the 
substrate concentration leads to an increase in r,m. 
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF Gl PHASE TIMES 
Different cells in the same population can have very different Gt phase times and cell lifetimes. 
After mitosis, sister cells can have different amounts of substrate and enzyme. A non-symmetric 
sharing of membrane proteins at division can lead to a statistical distribution of the substrate, 
enzyme and intra-cellular inhibitor between cells in the same population. Thus, let p(e0) be 
the statistical distribution for the total enzyme concentration i GI cells. This means that the 
probability of finding in cells an enzyme concentration between e0 and e0 + de0 is given by dp: 
dp = p (e0). deo. (28) 
Under these conditions, the average nzyme concentration eo is given by 
e0 -- e0" P (e0)" de0. (29) 
0 
We do not make this distribution explicit, but we note that it leads to a statistical distribution of the 
G~ phase times in the same population. Indeed, for fixed values of the substrate concentration s, 
equation (10) leads to a statistical distribution of TG, to which an average G~ phase time To, 
corresponds: 
To, = fo ~ ,ffir)'(KmlR + aiR'S) k3m" am" big" e0" s "p (e0)" de0. (30) 
Figure 5 shows the variation of the average G l phase time with respect o the substrate 
concentration. The statistical distribution of the enzyme concentration leads to a statistical 
distribution of the G] phase times. When the substrate concentration i creases, the average Gt 
phase time tends to a limit value ~,  given by the following equation: 
= I. °~ ~(ir) 
k3m" bin" e0 p (e0)" de0. (31) 
t#w 
In fact, we might consider also statistical distributions for the substrate, intra-cellular inhibitor and 
growth factor. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
To calculate the G~ phase time, we have considered a simple mechanism. The initiator is 
produced according to the Michaelis--Menten mechanism, which is controlled by the actions of 
an intra-cellular inhibitor and an extra-cellular growth factor [13]. For the initiator synthesis, 
one could imagine much more complicated biochemical mechanisms with different substrates, 
activators and atlosteric effectors [19]. Under these conditions, one would obtain different laws 
of variation of the G1 phase time with respect o the different chemical concentrations. We have 
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Fig. 5. Variation of the average G Iphase time with respect tothe substrate concentration for a given total 
enzyme statistical distribution. 
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It could be interesting to compare this model with flow cytometry data, which allows us to 
measure the GI phase time for different values of the substrate, enzyme, inhibitor and growth factor 
concentrations. Experimental data may confirm or contradict the imagined scenario for the 
synthesis of the initiator. The shape of the curves giving the average GI phase time with respect 
to the concentrations of different chemical molecules could be used to establish the real scenario. 
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